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Summiting Kilimanjaro
Trevor Stokes

T

he Street2Peak Project took three years to come to

who weren’t even technically in Streetfront yet showed up,

fruition. Dr. Andrew Schofield (former Vice-Principal

hoping to make the grade. Former Streetfront students, now

at Britannia Secondary) wanted to do something

attending various senior alternative programs, showed up

brash and inspiring with his students, something world class.

motivated and ready to mentor the younger ones. Current

He wanted to climb Mt. Kilimanjaro. It was clear that Street-

Britannia Secondary students were invited out. Adult supervi-

front would provide the bulk of the students needed to make

sors recognized the importance of developing strong, trusting

this trip. The training began over the summer of 2014. Kids

relationships with these youth. They
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From the Editor:
Our feature story this issue
documents student’s experiences climbing Mt. Kilimanjaro. Trevor Stokes writes,
“These kids didn’t shy away
from hard work, rigour, industry and commitment. These
kids showed to us all that as
trite as it sounds, ‘if you believe in something, you can
make it happen.’”
Dr. Martin Brokenleg looks at
the philosophy of the Circle of
Courage for building resilient
youth. He writes, “We brought
together Native North American child-rearing theory with
contemporary psychological
research and found a validating convergence of these two
fields of knowledge.”
Jodi Derkson and Nicole Miller
write about Voices into Action
which addresses issues of social justice in the classroom.
They write, “Through a variety
of compelling activities, Voices into Action gives all Canadian educators the tools to
improve the society we live in.
The goal is to empower students to take positive action.”
Our final article takes a look
at the Cinderella Project, “a
Vancouver-based non-profit
which aims to break the cycle
of poverty by encouraging
and celebrating at risk youth
as they work to complete
a high school diploma and
achieve graduation.”
We are constantly on the
search for thought-provoking articles to include in upcoming issues. Feel free to
contact me with questions,
ideas and articles via email:
editor@bcaea.com
Happy summer holidays to
everyone!
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President’s
Message
Mike Shaw

C

hange. It is everpresent. We even

We continue to tweak the application process

use the word in the title of our an-

and forms for our awards. The new forms are

nual Challenge and Change confer-

fillable PDFs, which makes it easier for us to

ence. Change comes easily for some, and not

read the information entered, instead of having

so easily for others. Just ask my wife: She is

to decipher someone’s penmanship. Thanks

fond of channelling Shrek, telling me, “Change

to all of you who used the latest version this

is good, donkey.”

year. And, of course, thanks to those of you
who took the time to act as a sponsor for your

Our association continues to change and

students. I know the Awards Committee loves

evolve. We have a Twitter account and a Face-

reading about the challenges and triumphs of

book page, as well as a new domain name,

your kids, and all the positive changes they are

bcaea.com where our revamped website now

making.

resides, replacing the hosting done by the
BCTF for more than a decade. The new web-

As well, it is that time of year when changes

site uses what in geek terms is called respon-

happen to the programs we work in and to the

sive design. In plain English, that means that it

people and students we work with. Postings

doesn’t matter whether you view the site on

are out, people are coming and going, pro-

your computer, a tablet, or a smartphone. The

grams are closing or reconfiguring, and stu-

code senses the capabilities of the device and

dents are graduating or possibly returning to

adjusts what you see automatically. No more

regular classes in the fall. The comfort of fa-

trying to look at a postage stamp version of a

miliarity and routine is coming to an end as the

built-for-a-big-screen website on your phone.

school year winds down. It can be a difficult

And if you are like me and no longer have 25

time of year, and an exciting time all at once.

year old eyes, that is a blessing!
But through it all, remember to take time for
The new domain also allows us to have asso-

yourself. Read books, travel, work in the garden.

ciation specific email addresses, as you can

Use the summer to recharge and reinvigorate

see from the contact information on the back

yourself. Spend time with your friends and fam-

cover. That means we no longer have to use

ily. Because the one thing that doesn’t change

our personal email addresses for association

year after year, is that there are alternate kids

business, and keeps all the association email

out there, and come September, they will need

for a position in a single account.

you once more. Have a great summer.

w
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Kilimanjaro
(continued from page 1)
waded in slowly and within a few hikes, they were

Camp. The group did well adjusting to the altitude

providing guidance and advice to receptive kids.

and heat (+35 Celsius). When we got to camp, we

By the last hike, one that was over 15 km long and

experienced what we would see every time we ar-

lasted 9 hours, the group was really solidifying. We

rived in camp: tents set up; bed rolls laid out; duf-

had a strong cohort of 12 students, with 4 or 5 po-

fles inside the tents; mess tents ready to be filled

tential alternates and 6 strong and able staff. We

with tired and hungry climbers and a kitchen fully

had the kids, the adults, the leadership team and

dialed in. All of this done with humour and com-

the plan. Dreams of actually getting to Africa had

mitment by the tireless porters and guides.

transitioned from a dream to reality.
We established the evening routine that we would
We left for Tanzania on March 5th at 6 am – 15 stu-

follow for the entire climb: eat, debrief the day, set

dents and 10 adults. We eventually decided more

the plan for tomorrow, do our medical checks, and

adult chaperones were necessary considering that

then off to bed. Every student understood the drill

a student(s) most likely would have to descend the

and their role in making the trip run as smoothly

mountain during the climb. Our team consisted of

as possible. I am still amazed at the behaviour and

a Vice-Principal (Dr. Andrew Schofield); 2 teachers

attitude of these alt kids. We never had a moment

(Mary Chris Staples – retired and myself); 2 staff

of disrespect or anger directed towards another

members from Streetfront (Barry Skillin and Gord

student or adult. That’s remarkable considering

Howey); a medical doctor (Dr. Rod Tukker); a police

the stress and physical duress that everyone was

officer (Brandon Steele); a professor from UBC (Dr.

under.

Ali Cloth); a staff member of Britannia’s community education office (Mitra Tshan) and a parent (Bo-

Day two proved to be our most difficult, present-

ris Wong). 7 males and 3 females. A fantastic team.

ing physical, mental and emotional challenges.
We traveled from Simba to Kikelewa Camp, which

We arrived at Kilimanjaro Airport, near Arusha,

sits just under 12,000 feet. Once we got onto the

Tanzania at 9 pm on March 6th. We had that eve-

trail we found this portion of the trek much more

ning and the next day to get our gear organized;

rigorous, with lots of steep pitches and quick val-

meet our guides and porters; get briefed on the

leys. The sun was as intense as ever and many of

expedition and try to get some sleep. The morning

us were not getting the requisite amount of flu-

of the 8th came faster than expected but there

ids necessary. The guides kept telling everyone

we were, 28 duffle bags; 25 day packs; 25 pairs of

to “drink, drink” and “pole pole” (Swahili for “slow,

hiking boots and enough camera gear to film 50

slow”) but many of us couldn’t find the stamina

Greek weddings. We boarded two 20-passenger

needed to even drink from our water bladders.

buses and left the Outpost Lodge for a 7-day climb
of Kilimanjaro.

About 3 hours into the day, one of our adults was
feeling the full effects of the altitude. She couldn’t

The first two days of the climb presented their

keep anything down and now she was getting dan-

highlights and challenges. We chose the Rongai

gerously dehydrated. This coupled with the +30

route, which brought us to the north side of Kili-

temperature meant things weren’t looking good.

manjaro, a few kilometres from the Kenyan border.

After our doctor, Rod Tukker assessed the situation

The climb starts off through a montane forest and

and talked it over with our guides, it was agreed she

meanders uphill to just under 9,000 feet at Simba

had to go down. Two other

www.bcaea.com

...continued on page 17

“

Actually
getting to
Africa had
transitioned
from a
dream to
a reality

”
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The Resilience Revolution
Dr. Martin Brokenleg

“R
A

way to
strengthen
the inner
world of
youth so
they can
meet their
own life
challenges

”

eclaiming Youth at Risk: Our Hope for

plished by consistent experiences. We consciously

the Future (1990) is a work of collabora-

avoided using “churchy” language for universal

tion that began nearly 20 years ago as a

“spiritual” concepts which allowed teachers, youth

project of mutual understanding between “White”

workers, parents, and child advocates a way to

and Native North American persons who embod-

strengthen the inner world of all youth so they can

ied the history of both native and newcomer to

meet their own life challenges. By deliberate de-

the prairies. The two “White” guys include Larry

sign, The Circle of Courage meets universal psy-

Brendtro and Steve Van Bockern. Larry has ethnic

chological parameters.

ancestry from Norway and Germany and brought
not only his expertise as a psychologist, but also

In presentations around Canada and the United

his extensive experience with troubled youth.

States, a teacher or a youth worker will often say

Steve, of Danish ancestry, understood the field of

that he always believed in the universal human

education and had experience as a teacher and

learning of The Circle of Courage. They welcome

principal in elementary and secondary schools. I,

the validation we give them. Occasionally an elderly

the Native North American of the group, brought

person will tell me she has tried to raise her children

along my Lakota cultural ancestry as well as an

and grandchildren using the fundamental themes in

education in psychology, counseling, and theol-

The Circle of Courage. Innumerable teachers have

ogy.

reported to me that they always knew these experiences were important to their students. They just

The fruit of our professional collaboration pro-

needed someone to tell them they were correct in

duced what has become our philosophy—The

what helped their students.

Circle of Courage. We decided our major themes
could be presented best in the image of a medi-

Twenty years ago when we selected the title for

cine wheel, a Lakota symbol for wholeness. This

our book, Reclaiming Youth at Risk, we under-

image gave us an icon to express the fundamental

stood “youth at risk” to mean some proportion of

human needs of all youth—to be significant, capa-

all youth who lived in high-risk environments that

ble, powerful, and virtuous and how these needs

may cause them to falter. Twenty years ago, some

are met by the experiences of belonging, mastery,

youth were at risk.

independence, and generosity. Meeting these fundamental human needs generates strong, resilient

Recent research by The Search Institute (www.

youth who can meet life’s problems.

search-institute.org) documents that now all youth
are at risk as a result of having too many “deficits”

4

By using psychological research and exploring Na-

and not enough “assets” to live well and easily. in

tive North American child-care philosophy, we de-

2008 typical Canadian parents were spending 30%

veloped our understanding of inner strength and

less time with their children than 20 years previ-

how it is learned. By bringing together our learning

ously. This reduced time of contact is negatively

fields of education, psychology, and theology, we

correlated with resiliency. We now see general so-

researched how “deep heart learning” is accom-

cial patterns intensifying, thereby putting youth at
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greater risk. No matter where we turn, youth are

the parenting skills of their biological parents. With-

dealing with such ordinary parental behavior as

out other modeling, the children will grow up with

busyness with work and life which impairs neces-

limited resources in their memories about how to

sary adult contact with youth.

parent or how to be a spouse. The children of nuclear families are at high social and family risk, perhaps

Perhaps the greatest risk to today’s youth is from the

more now than at any previous time.

broad acceptance in modern society of the concept
of nuclear family. The idea of the nuclear family is

Another significant factor putting youth at risk has

only about 100 years old and is driven by business

to do with the “religious” versus “spiritual” concepts

that sees the nuclear family unit as an economic re-

pervading modern society. Douglas Todd (2009)

source. The psychological implications of two adults

writes that many people avoid religion yet consider

living with only their children means that caregivers

themselves spiritual and reports most adults as

face unrealistic expectations for providing parental

saying, “I’m not religious; I’m spiritual.” This label

support and meeting growth needs.

of “religious” is problematic and avoided by many
modern young adults. Youth often suffer the re-

Older and perhaps more universal is the concept of

sults of this confusing conceptual dichotomy. The

the extended family which enables all adults rela-

work of resiliency is not necessarily “religious,” but

tionship opportunities for emotional support and a

there is definitely a spiritual aspect within it that

resource for parenting skills. In an extended family

nonetheless strengthens the heart of youth.

many adults take the responsibility for rearing all

“
The

children

the children and the biological parents are given re-

Todd ponders whether there has ever existed a

spite in their parenting. Likewise, a network of family

human population that has so avoided religion as

members offers support to one another so any cou-

we see in contemporary times. All young persons

ple can rely on more than just an individual spouse.

need a sense of purpose beyond self. By failing

Not only does it take a village to raise a child, it takes

to give youth some spiritual roots, we undermine

a village to meet each adult’s emotional needs. A

resiliency in youth. The work of creating resilient

couple living alone in an urban apartment does not

youth is very much the work of tending their spirits

have the support of family members who may live

and making them strong.

social and

fall on only these two adults (if in fact this is a two

In 2004, Gordon Neufeld and Gabor Maté published

family

parent family). Is it any wonder that they would feel

Hold On to Your Kids in which they explored the ways

stress in their lives?

adults’ busyness creates detachment from youth.

far away. All duties of spousal and parental care

of nuclear
families are
at high

risk

Youth end up clinging to peers rather than to adults,
The children of a nuclear family grow up without ex-

causing a break in basic relationships with family

periencing many adults caring for children. They do

adults and putting them at greater risk than ever be-

not grow up knowing the many ways various spous-

fore. This work converges with our saying that the

es respond to one another because they see only

slippage in family relationships in our time requires

their biological parents as spouses and know only

an increased focus on fun-

www.bcaea.com

...continued on page 9

”
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$100 Achievement Award Winners

A

fter a banner year last year for awards applications, this year we had just a few apply for our awards, and unfortunately, some of those were incomplete and could not be considered. As a sponsor teacher, please, please, please
make sure to download the current version of the application form, as the requirements do change from year to year.

Erinn Bourlet
Erinn has attended CABE for three years and is graduating this year. She
has gained confidence, maturity, and ownership of her learning. She has
also learned to set goals for herself. She hopes to take the Medical Office
Assistant Certificate Program this fall.

Nick Dentico
Attending CABE for the last year has helped Nick work through his personal
problems. He enjoys learning at his own pace. He is extremely motivated
and enjoys regularly participating in the Outdoor Education program in addition to his academics.

Jason Haftner
Bilingual, and a dog lover, Jason found school was challenging until he joined
CABE. It used to be that he lacked will power and didn’t complete things. He
didn’t graduate with his peers. But at CABE the teachers accepted him and
encouraged him to attend and make progress, which he has done.

6
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Zachary Kashino
Prior to attending the Aries Program, Zachary’s attendance was terrible. Now
he proudly boasts an 80% record despite an hour’s commute to get to school,
and A’s and B’s to go along with it. His focus and determination have made him
a role model amongst his peers.

Kaylynn Martin
Kaylynn missed a lot of school before joining the Advantage Program. She never used to try very hard. Now she rarely misses a day, and teachers comment
on how conscientious, polite, and eager she is. She likes how helpful the teachers are and how she can get a bit of extra time for her work if she needs it.

Leah Williams
Leah used to think of the alternate program as a prison. But she has come to
regard it as home. She is engaged in her learning and striving to become better
each day. She is compassionate, giving, funny, and playful, and a tremendous
role model for the younger students.

www.bcaea.com
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$500 Bursary Winners

W

e are pleased to present to you the following bursary winners. Each is a fine example of triumph over adversity,
and a shining example of the wonderful things that happen when at-risk kids are enrolled in a supportive, nurturing alternate program. Congratulations to each of them and best wishes for their future education!

Melissa Ayling
Melissa has attended Sea to Sky Alternative for the last four years. She demonstrates leadership daily and is a role model for others despite personal
challenges. She lives on her own and works part time in addition to her
schooling. She will take Cultural Anthropology in the fall at VIU.

Jonathan Bridges
Jonathan has attended CABE for the last year after feeling he was falling between the cracks in mainstream schooling and that the teachers there didn’t
care. He has thrived in alternate, and volunteers at the food bank. He hopes
to attend the Justice Institute in the fall to become a firefighter.

MacKenzie Leslie
Independent since she was 15, Mackenzie has done well in the Advantage
Program, including working 30 hours per week while attending school. She is
artistic, intelligent, positive, and inspiring to those around her. She will study
fashion design and more at the Blanche Macdonald Centre in Vancouver.

Chance Yanke
For the last two years Chance has been Vice President of the Highland Aboriginal Student Council and a peer leader. An accomplished magician, he
won second place in the TV/Film category at the North Island Skills Canada
Competition. He is studying Digital Design and Media at NIC in the fall.
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Resilience
(continued from page 5)

damental human relationships. This convergence of

lives of Native American children. All other

Maté and Neufeld’s work with principles of The Circle

adults who understand the true purpose of edu-

of Courage is typical of many other researchers in

cation also believe it is our task to create happy,

the resilience field.

functioning children and youth who can live well
and develop strength to withstand the stress-

The 2007 publication of the work of Parker Palm-

es of life—what we call resiliency. The Circle of

er, The Courage to Teach, has inspired teachers

Courage addresses this goal as a model to build

and youth workers anew. Palmer explores the hu-

strong and capable youth. We brought together

man spirit of the teacher as an asset in relating

Native North American child-rearing theory with

to learners. He fosters a renewed focus on the

contemporary psychological research and found

teacher’s inner world as an inspiration and a con-

a validating convergence of these two fields of

nection with learners. Palmer’s long friendship

knowledge.

with the wellpublished Roman Catholic priest and
author, Henri Nouwen, encouraged the focus on

Increasingly more researchers are finding that

the inner world and the human spirit as tools to

fundamental human relationships are founda-

foster sound learning and build mastery in youth.

tional in creating resiliency. This is in the face

Here the spiritual focus of Palmer converges with

of increasing risks for all youth created by con-

work to strengthen the inner world of youth, the

temporary life in modern society. It may be that

resilience work of The Circle of Courage.

we have created more severe youth problems
than we realize by unknowingly continuing the

In October 2009, I was part of a group of educa-

inhuman patterns of busyness, a focus on com-

tors who participated in a formal discussion with

merce, and an education based only on observ-

His Holiness the Dalai Lama. “Educating World

able outcomes when we know the inner world of

Citizens for the 21st Century” brought together

the student matters most. It is time to heed the

concerned educators. Human compassion is the

words of a great leader and to “put our minds

common ground called “Generosity” in The Circle

together to see what kind of life we can build for

of Courage. The Dalai Lama has an interest in how

our children.”

w

this common human quality can be enhanced
among all children and youth. Educators including Mark Greenberg, Marion Wright Edelman, Linda Lantieri, Dan Goleman, Peter Benson, and I are
working to enhance the inner learning of youth,

Dr. Martin Brokenleg consults worldwide and
is Vice President of Reclaiming Youth International, providing training for individuals who work
with youth at risk.

the very focus of the Circle of Courage.
More than a century ago, the Lakota leader Sitting Bull said, “Let us put our minds together to
see what kind of life we can build for our children.” Lakota adults both past and present realize the promise of education to enhance the

www.bcaea.com

Originally published in Reclaiming Children
and Youth, Volume 18:4. Winter, 2010.
Used with permission from Reclaiming Youth,
a division of the Starr Global Learning Network. Copyright: Starr Commonwealth. Website: www.reclaiming.com.
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28th Challenge & Change Conference

O

nce more Dr. Martin Brokenleg wove his magic during his keynote address, bringing people to tears at times.
Our 28th conference had something for everyone, thanks to the tireless work of Karen Gadowsky, our Speaker
Coordinator. And the Schmooze! Chef Lori Pilling and her vast crew of students did an absolutely amazing job

putting everything together from scratch. Everyone looked like they were having a great time. Make plans now to beg, borrow,
or steal (okay, don’t steal!) Pro-D funds so we can see you there next year.
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Voices Into Action: Creating Social Justice
Jodi Derkson and Nicole Miller

“

The

curriculum
has been
evaluated
and
approved
by ERAC

”

A

s educators we are at the forefront

The portal for educators (My Dashboard) allows

of developing the knowledge and at-

teachers to access valuable teaching tools: les-

titudes that, hopefully, can result in

son plans, customizable handouts that can be

a more socially just world. We have the distinct

e-sent to students, curriculum connections, ru-

opportunity to design our students’ learning

brics and assessments. This dashboard is highly

based on the choices we make regarding cur-

useful for teachers within the alternative edu-

ricular content. As we know, history often re-

cation framework in that they can create lesson

peats itself. Disgraceful acts of injustice still

plans for each of their students based on what

plague humanity today. Learning about events,

topics each student would benefit most from.

like the Holocaust, teaches us that bystander

The lessons can inspire critical thinking or cre-

apathy can lead to unspeakable atrocities.

ativity around highly relevant and stimulating
topics.

Equipping today’s youth with knowledge about
our past can effectively combat indifference

The six units are designed for use in many sec-

and abolish the cycle of hate and intolerance

ondary level subject areas (ex: language arts,

still prevalent in our world. The rise of bullying

drama, visual arts, First Nations studies, world

and cyber bullying reveals that we continue to

issues, social justice, Canadian law, world reli-

hurt others in alarming ways. Voices into Action

gions). Sample chapters include: The Aborigi-

aims to positively influence the future by edu-

nal Experience, The Holocaust, Gender Issues,

cating our students about horrific moments in

Rights of the Disabled, Cyber bullying, Armenian

human history, and inspiring them to speak up

Genocide and Rwanda. Students can attain valu-

when anyone or any group is treated unfairly.

able historical and current information through

Voices into Action provides
a wealth of information, videos and activities for secondary students. The curriculum-based program is free
of

charge,

entirely

online,

mobile-ready and extremely
teacher-friendly. Developed by
curriculum experts at OISE-UT,
the program maximizes digital
technology to provide a comprehensive resource for teachers and their students. The
curriculum has been evaluated
and approved by ERAC (www.
bcerac.ca).
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to speak out and take action
against intolerance.
To take advantage of this outstanding resource, register at
no charge at:

www.voicesintoaction.ca.
We welcome your students’ involvement at our event launch
of Voices into Action celebrating human rights on November 5th, which will be held at
Vancouver Technical Secondary School at 7 pm. We will be
accepting student paintings or
original, compelling videos, primary resources,

drawings based on the topic of oppression and

timelines, and personal stories and reflections.

Unit 5 – Personal Action in VIA where paintings

Students all learn in different ways, as alternate

and drawings are shared from survivors of op-

educators are only too well aware, and VIA of-

pression like The Holocaust. The exhibit will be

fers a large choice of learning strategies to suit

presented outside the auditorium during the

every student. Ultimately, we wish to encour-

event and one young artist will win an iPad at

age curiosity and compassion towards others

the event (as long as they are in attendance).

and the challenges they’ve faced throughout

Or, students can present a dance, rap, spoken

history and in our modern world.

work on stage during the event – please contact

jderkson@fastcyv.ca for more information or to
Through a variety of compelling activities,

get involved. Working together, with the com-

Voices into Action gives all Canadian educa-

mon goal of making this world safer and more

tors the tools to improve the society we live in.

compassionate, is a great learning experience

The goal is to empower students to take posi-

for all!

“
The

goal
is to
empower
students
to take
positive
action

”

w

tive action. When students explore facts about
the world, both past and present, their social
consciousness expands. By developing their
awareness and encouraging critical thinking
about the negative forces that still exist today,
the program empowers students to combat

Jodi Derkson is an experienced anti-bullying and
anti-racism teacher and the BC Regional Director
for Educational Programs for FAST (Fighting Antisemitism Together)®. Nicole Miller is the Executive
Director for FAST.

hateful acts and end bystander apathy. We can
all make the world a better place by choosing

www.bcaea.com
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The Cinderella Project

E
“

ducation empowers. It is a
conduit for hope and selfworth. This belief is at the

heart of the Cinderella Project, a
Vancouver-based non-profit which

The

best the
community
can do for
at-risk youth
is believe in
them and
motivate
them to
stay in
school

”
14

aims to break the cycle of poverty
by encouraging and celebrating atrisk youth as they work to complete
a high school diploma and achieve
graduation.
To Heather MacKenzie, who cofounded the volunteer-run organization, the best the community can do
for its at-risk youth is believe in them
and motivate them to stay in school

health issues, self-harm, suicidal thoughts, vio-

and make healthy choices.

lence, hunger and homelessness. They endure
great hardships while going unnoticed for their

In Ms. MacKenzie’s words “that young student,

courageous achievement.

one of the many you have devoted your life’s
work to support, may forget what you said dur-

So, in 1999, along with the support of close

ing a Monday morning lesson; she will likely

friends and family, she co-founded the Cinder-

never remember the extra time you took to lend

ella Project and launched the program with a

support; but what she will never forget is how

Boutique Day. Through her work, Ms. MacKenzie

smart, important and respected you made her

had seen the incredible impact of making stu-

feel.”

dents feel hope, encouragement, healthy connections, and unconditional love. Thus, the key

She knows because, for over twenty years as

objective on Boutique Day was making each stu-

a human rights lawyer, she has met countless

dent a champion and galvanizing a community

disenfranchised youth who, because of the dire

behind a group of deserving youth and show-

realities of living with poverty, abuse, or neglect,

ing them kindness. To prevail upon students that

are faced with choices that jeopardize their live-

‘they can’, Boutique Day was planned as a day of

lihood and futures.

recognition and self-esteem boosting.

Ms. MacKenzie points out that these students

In order to accomplish this, the organization

make unthinkable sacrifices, day-after-day, in

made it possible for anyone wishing to get in-

order to attend school and make a better fu-

volved in the project to be able to participate.

ture possible. They are doing this amidst mental

There is no minimum time commitment, no fun-
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draising mandate, no geographic boundary and

making Boutique Day about much more than

no skill requirements. Anyone who has some-

getting outfitted for prom. Whether it is the ref-

thing to give and share and believes in the Proj-

ugee student who was honoured the first year

ect’s mission can get involved. Also, there is no

of the Project and has returned as a volunteer

hierarchy: an all-volunteer staff and board run

every year since having now become a highly

the organization.

successful IT professional, or the students who
return to volunteer as hairstylists or makeup art-

To further support the Project’s objectives, Bou-

ists on Boutique Day after receiving a scholar-

tique Day is always strategically held before

ship and completing their hair dressing or cos-

Spring Break when students are at a heightened

metology education, the impact of taking time to

risk of dropping out of school. The organization

honour the students is closely felt by everyone

does this in order to give our at-risk youth an

in the organization.

“

Today you
showed us
that there
is a

opportunity to see that their dreams can come
true and that they can make it to the milestone

In the words of one Cinderella, “If more than

of graduation and beyond.

300 volunteers from this community–none who
know me–were willing to invest their time to be

For these reasons, choosing a graduation outfit

here for me, I do have a place in this world and I

is in many ways a catalyst; it underpins a day

am going to fight to be a part of it.”

in which members of the community celebrate
each student’s successes while also providing

Leaving from the event, many students’ sights

one-on-one mentorship.

extend past graduation and a vision of a career.
As a student shared with the Project after leav-

Reading the countless letters the organization

ing Boutique Day, “Today you showed us that

receives from the students it honours, it is evi-

there is a different world out there–a community

dent The Cinderella Project has succeeded in

that is there for us. Thanks to the help of my fairy
Godmother, I have a plan in place for
how to apply to culinary school for

different
world out
there – a
community
that is
there for
us

the fall. Next stop, the Food Network!”
The Cinderella Project’s contributions and leadership have been recognized by the Canadian Red Cross
with a Power of Humanity Award, the

”

YMCA with a Power of Peace Award
and the Association of Neighbourhood Houses with a Good Neighbours Award.

www.bcaea.com
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Cinderella Project
(continued from page 15)

“

There
is good
in this
community
and they
are worthy

The project has shared resources and ideas with

The goal, as the Project looks ahead to its twen-

more than 88 communities nationally and inter-

tieth year, is to continue to strengthen and grow

nationally to help start similar projects for more

its community partnerships in order to increase

deserving youth.

the scholarships it can provide to students. To
date the organization has donated over $67,000

From Ms. MacKenzie’s perspective though, the

w

in scholarship money, and 27 laptop computers.

greatest sense of accomplishment is seeing
the deserving Cinderella Project students hon-

The Cinderella Project

oured and celebrated by the community; it’s

315 Mathers Avenue

the warm embrace and emotional “thank you”

West Vancouver, BC

of a Cinderella or Cinderfella who has returned

V7S 1H2		

Phone: 604-603-9155

to volunteer while sharing stories about life after graduation. “Our biggest reward is success-

General inquiries:

fully impressing upon thousands of neglected

info@thecinderellaproject.com

youth that there is good in this community and
that they are worthy of that good,” said Ms.

Volunteering:

MacKenzie.

volunteers@thecinderellaproject.com

of that
good

”
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Kilimanjaro
(continued from page 3)

Day 3 started a bit
slower than the others. We slept in until 8:30 am and then
strolled into the tents
for

breakfast.

Once

everyone was fed, we
met as a large group
in the center of camp
and reviewed the plan.
We reassured the students that the summit was still available.
Everybody

received

the news well and appreciated the time to
teammates were also starting to show symptoms.

relax and collect themselves.

“

When

They weren’t in such peril but they were definitely
suffering. This was a real blow. The team wasn’t

We were optimistic that our group would leave

whole any longer. We weren’t indomitable. The

Kikelewa intact, but unfortunately our two team-

mountain now had our respect. We trudged into

mates had crossed a medical threshold the previous

Kikelewa Camp tired, nervous and anxious.

day that made it medically unsound and irresponsible for them to continue any higher. More tough

supported,
the most

calls. More dilution of our team. More goodbyes.

at risk

Rod, who stands 6’4” with shoulders like a fridge,

Day 4 started as usual – awoken with a hot drink

students

looked spooked and unsettled. After the rest of us

and a basin filled with hot water for washing.

headed to bed, Rod spoke with Joshua and Faraja,

As we stumbled into breakfast, word started to

our two head guides, and a plan was settled upon.

spread about the two having to return to lower

Instead of heading out the next day to our next

altitude. We gathered as a group sharing lots of

camp (8 hours away and thousands of feet higher),

hugs, tears and well wishes as the two gathered

Rod felt it necessary to stay at Kikelewa for an-

their packs for the descent. The rest of us got into

other day. He felt the break would provide the nec-

our morning routine: daypacks organized, hydra-

essary time to better acclimatize but would, more

tion systems filled, sunscreen applied, and quick-

importantly, give us the psychological break that

ly started the hike to the staggeringly beautiful,

many could use. We’d rest for the bulk of the day,

Mawenzi Camp.

That evening as the adults gathered, the stress
and anxiety was palpable inside the nylon tent.

do a short, steep acclimatizing hike, and then return to the same camp in time for a good meal and

The plan was to get to camp in about four hours,

an early bed. This decision saved our trip.

have lunch and a quick

www.bcaea.com
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can achieve
the greatest
of accomplishments
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Kilimanjaro
(continued from page 17)

rest, and then do another acclimatization hike. We

window to try and reach the summit. We tried our

marched through the bare skies, each wearing

best to get to sleep but very few of us slept more

more and more layers of African dust. As we got

than an hour or two.

closer to Mawenzi, the conversations started to
dwindle and the grind of the hike kicked in. As we

Our porters, as usual, woke us up as scheduled.

came upon the base of Mawenzi, in the distance

Getting out of our sleeping bags was really dif-

we could see all the porters and guides waiting for

ficult. It was so cold and we were so tired. As a

us, all 84 of them! Soon the air was filled with won-

team we met in the mess tents, had a hot drink,

drous songs. The guides and porters were all sing-

a Kit-Kat and within 30 minutes I was putting

ing and dancing, welcoming us to our new camp.

on two pairs of long johns; 2 pairs of socks; a

The spectacle brought most of us to tears. It was a

pair of rain pants; 2 thermal long sleeve shirts;

beautiful gesture. They knew we were hurting and

a light fleece; a heavy fleece; a Gortex jacket; a

this was their gift.

pair of mitts; a toque and a headlamp. We assembled in the frost and stared up at the twin-

Day 5 had us do a massive traverse away from

kling lights ahead of us, knowing that sometime

the base of Mawenzi Mountain to School Hut Base

in the morning, if all went well, we’d be on top of

Camp. This day wasn’t too grueling. It was about 9

Kilimanjaro.

kilometres and the vertical gain was less than 1500
feet. Prior to this day, we never really seemed on

The trail was very steep from the outset. It was

Kilimanjaro. The approach to the actual sheer rise

pitch black, so the only visible aspects were

of Kilimanjaro is a long one. Now as we headed

what our headlamps illuminated. We all fell into

directly west, the magnitude of this beast was
in full view. Its presence
eclipsed everything.
We rolled into base
camp around 3 pm,
tired

and

anxious.

The plan was to grab
a quick meal, do our
medical check-ins and
head to bed because
we were going to start
for the summit at midnight. The rationale for
this was quite simple:
leaving

at

midnight

would give us a longer

18
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a slumbering climb, staring at the ground in front

to make a lateral traverse. The trail was all steep

of our feet, willing ourselves higher and higher.

switchbacks, any long drawn out movement to the
south most likely meant someone was going back

The guides took it upon themselves to bring us out

to Kibo Hut and eventually descending to Horumbo

of our stupors. The constant mantra of “pole, pole”

Hut. I knew this was likely Jade. Our youngest girl,

was punctuated with spontaneous singing ses-

Jade had shown real fatigue and mental exhaustion

sions. They were trying everything to motivate and

over the course of the trek. She fought really hard

entertain us. We stumbled after each other up re-

but at times she looked close to breaking. I took

lentless switchbacks. The desire to sleep was ever-

comfort that she would finally be getting the rest

present. We would break every hour but the guides

she so desperately needed.

would try their best not to let us sit down and definitely not fall asleep. The glow of the headlamps

The rest of us continued upwards in zombie-like

made it easy to see how stretched out the group

fashion: almost no talking, no drinking because

had become.

all of our water systems and bottles were frozen
solid, and very little animation. The first group

I was near the middle and could tell that a few mem-

reached Gilman’s Point (18,650 feet) around 6 am.

bers of our group were struggling. They must have

The group knew the summit was within reach; lev-

been over a 1000 feet below us and not moving. Rod

ity entered the mix. Red Bulls were downed and a

was at the very back, evaluating each of the slower

few rogue Pringles made their way into people’s

members as we climbed. I knew something was

mitts. The hardest part was over. They started the

wrong when the lowest group’s headlamps started

final push along the crater rim to the summit.
I started onwards and
found only a few scattered members of our
group. I was near the
back so there were no
photos or Red Bulls
when we got to Gilman’s Point – just really tired and emotional
kids. The sun started to
rise and that changed
everything. We could
see where we were in
relation to the summit
and

our

teammates.

The sun’s warmth gave

...continued on page 20
www.bcaea.com
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“

They are
capable of
amazing
things and
are not
defined
by labels

”

Spring 2015

us the energy we so desperately needed. The sun

path and yet another teammate was staggering

offered hope after a night of uncertainty.

to the top. Boris Wong, wearing his white Canucks
jersey for all of Africa to see, joined our impromptu

As I walked to the summit with two of my students,

celebration. We now had 19 of us at the summit. 19

I broke down multiple times. I couldn’t stop crying.

members of a team who fought, laughed, endured,

It wasn’t one specific thing, it was everything. We

comforted and encouraged each other to the top.

closed in on the summit and could see our teammates celebrating. They rushed out to see us and

I look at the photos on the summit and I can hardly

we embraced in triumph. We all gathered at the sign

believe what I see. Alternative kids from East Van

on the summit and photographed our shared history

standing on top of Kilimanjaro! These kids face

on that mountain. We started to count the number

struggles every day. Life isn’t always kind, rather

of red jackets and soon realized that we only had 16

it’s usually cruel, but that was irrelevant now. These

people here. As we got ready to descend, the adults

kids had worked for 18 months to become a member

tried to postulate what happened to the others. We

of this team. These kids worked, fought and perse-

all came to the same conclusion that the altitude

vered with their families to make this trek a reality.

became too great and they had to go down.

These kids didn’t shy away from hard work, rigour,
industry and commitment. These kids showed to us

We started returning the way we came along the

all that as trite as it sounds, “if you believe in some-

crater’s rim. The glaciers were beautiful in their icy

thing, you can make it happen.” I know this to be

blue hues. We meandered around a corner and then

true. I was there.

w

stopped dead. We looked down the path and could
see two red jackets, Jade and Dr. Rod. It was as if I
was looking at a ghost. The group raced up to them
and as we danced and hugged, we looked down the

Trevor Stokes has worked at Streetfront since
1999 and is always looking for the next great
challenge.
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